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Agenda

• What does Scalable’s Survey™ product do?

• How does it help plan a move to VDI?

• How does it help maintain maximum VDI value?

• Business Case
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What does Survey Do?

Survey™
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•Measures human/application interaction on workstations

φ Proprietary algorithms to determine type and intensity of human activity

• Traditional applications

• Web Applications

• Citrix/Terminal Server Applications

• Virtualised Applications (ThinApp, App-V)

φ Tracks mouse movements and keyboard activity for foreground applications
• Differentiates read-only activity from read/write activity

• Measures the amount of time human was active in any application

• Detail down to active window caption name

•Measures process activity on workstations and servers

φ Per Process Activity
• CPU, memory and elapsed time

φ Used to track usage of background applications on workstations or server 
processes

φ Discovers underlying hardware capabilities

•Measures utilization of certain peripherals

φ Printers (local & network)

φ Monitors

φ USB Devices

Unique Usage Monitoring TechnologyUnique Usage Monitoring Technology



“We  immediately cost justified our investment… We saved 56% on 
our first off-host application we evaluated”

“Realized a 167% ROI on Survey investment in less than 6 months 

for only 3 software vendors .. Eliminated the need to purchase 
additional existing software products for 2 years”

“…with 800 fewer licenses (Microsoft) we saved $1.1 million in software 
without sacrificing productivity”

“…with the software licenses alone [we] shaved $250,000 off our 
bill… Additionally saved $100,000 on Hardware and $2000 a 
month by replacing printers”

“..in the four months since we ran the pilot, we have saved around $50,000 in 
software costs… we expect to achieve our ROI in well under twelve months”

ReferencesReferences

“We avoided $386,000 of costs within 2 months of the implementation, which 
was more than we paid for the product.”



How Does Survey Help Plan a 
Move to VDI?
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Hosted – VDI
Fundamentals
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The cost impact of over-licensing is greater in VDI

Not all applications/users are good candidates for hosted VDI

Software costs re-emerge without vigilance



Planning for VDI
A Brief Look at the Licensing Questions

• Local VDI

φ Largely similar to per device licensing

• 29% hike in SA costs and you are good to go for OS licensing

• Application licenses may be OS sensitive

• Hosted VDI – Operating Systems Issues

φ Virtual Enterprise Centralized Desktop (VECD) Implications

• Subscription license to enable a device to access an instance of a Virtual Desktop

• VECD for non-corporate Windows desktops is about double the cost of corporate desktops

• How many of the users you wish to migrate have OEM OS licenses?

– Have they been migrated to Software Assurance

• Hosted VDI – Application Issues

φ Microsoft Products

• Which devices are enabled to use the products?

φ Third-party tools

• Various scenarios

– Concurrent user, per device, per OS, per named user

• Hosted VDI – Connection Broker Charges

φ Concurrent users or named users
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• Determination based on proprietary usage analysis techniques

• Enables organisations to identify those situations where 

applications are used to read information only

• Ensures VDI licensing is correctly specified

Reader & Report Replacement 
Analysis

Reader & Report Replacement 
Analysis



Planning for VDI
A Brief Look at the Capability Questions

• What server capacity do my various migration tranches need?

φ What is my peak average Memory/CPU usage for a particular community

φ What is my peak average Memory/CPU usages for a particular application? 

• Are applications/devices used which are poor VDI candidates?

φ Graphics heavy applications

φ Do I have excessive local printing/ LPT connections

• Are USB devices in use that present a problem

φ Headsets etc

• Do I have any multi-monitor users

φ Check for real multi-monitor usage rather than just inventory

• Can we repurpose existing workstation as Thin Client Terminals

φ Can save £300 per user
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Virtual Desktop Dashboard DetailVirtual Desktop Dashboard Detail
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How Does Survey Help Maintain 
Maximum Value from VDI?

Survey™
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Concurrent Users vs. Concurrently 
Active Users
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Business Case
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Business Case

• Software costs dwarf hardware costs in the migration to 

VDI

• Certain classes of software and user may not be 

suitable for migration to VDI

• Failure to truly appreciate the aforementioned points will 

make VDI an expensive failure

• Survey mitigates the risk of failure by providing 

contextually relevant visibility into all aspects of software 

utilization, pre and post migration
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